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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you
have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other
competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not
intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of
different contractual arrangements.
It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white
paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, services,
technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are
accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have
changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory
agreement of advice.
No Advice:
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make
a legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also
does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be
construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by
Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of
any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an
investment decision.
Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if
any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or
authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to
transactions.
Limitation of liability
RULE shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the
use of this website's material, including written material, links to thirdparty sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be
fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on
the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one
of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your
whole investment.
Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for
all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level
of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies,
tokens, or any other digital asset.

INTRODUCTION
TopologyCoin is a blockchain-based application from TopologyPro Company that
enables participatory ways for improving the appearance of technical identities. Our
forward-thinking inspirations enable us to remain competitive in the market and to
support

customers

facing

severe

commercial

challenges through

the use of

blockchain technology. We have arrived at the point where IT Services and Internet
Methodologies can be generalised with the purpose of expanding adoption and
attaining growth. We develop and maintain mobile and web applications to assist
organizations in locating competent employees and enhancing your brand's image in
order to attract new clients. We want to collaborate on problems and concerns and to
learn from our work. It is critical to maintain communication with clients and
stakeholders throughout the product development and launch process.
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Our MISSION
Our Mission is to serve clients with the best services using validated and
updated knowledge. The first priority of our company is to ensure to gain
the satisfaction of clients through our complete resources & skills. We
provide reliable products following modern standards in an affordable
range. Our main focus is clients satisfaction ethically through costeffectiveness, professionalism, respect and teamwork.
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Our Vision
Our Vision is to provide
products and services that are
both affordable and of high
quality. In this modern period,
our
products
will
give
updated
features
in
accordance with the needs of
clients at an accessible price
in order to foster confidence
and dependability among
customers.
Our
staff
is
concentrating
on
better
understanding the demands
of clients in order to supply
them with products that are in
accordance with their wishes.
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ECOSYSTEM

TopologyCoin Ecosystem is unique in that it is built entirely on BscScan's
blockchain technology. Staking, which is a safe and profitable method, lies at the
heart of TopologyPro's blockchain technology. TopologyCoin's Ecosystem is
substantially more robust and expansive, as it encompasses a wide range of use
cases, including wider concepts, Staking, and its use cases.

BScScan

Staking

Use Cases
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BSCSCAN
In terms of trading volume and staking services, TopologyCoin currency exchange is
the best. Binance Staking safeguards users' funds by employing advanced security
measures and establishing a Secure Asset Fund (SAFU). Our staking approach is
currently one of the safest and most environmentally friendly ways to make money
with cryptocurrency. To keep track of all staked tokens, the platform employs a secure
wallet and double-checking.
TopologyCoin is deemed to be quickly becoming a way of passive income generation
by just holding or locking assets in a wallet.
TopologyCoin staking systems allow investors to stake and earn rewards even if they
have no technical knowledge of blockchain. Securing public access to staking
cryptocurrencies necessitates a high level of technological and regulatory expertise.
You can earn large returns on your investment with little time and effort thanks to the
staking network's ability to authenticate stakes. Staking businesses that allow investors
to get staking incentives have sprung up all over as bitcoin staking has risen in massive
popularity. If you want to make money by staking Cryptocurrency, this is the place to
be.
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STAKING
In terms of trading volume and staking services, TopologyCoin currency exchange is
the best. Binance Staking safeguards users' funds by employing advanced security
measures and establishing a Secure Asset Fund (SAFU). Our staking approach is
currently one of the safest and most environmentally friendly ways to make money
with cryptocurrency. To keep track of all staked tokens, the platform employs a secure
wallet and double-checking.
TopologyCoin is quickly becoming a way of passive income generation by just holding
or locking assets in a wallet.
TopologyCoin staking systems allow investors to stake and earn rewards even if they
have no technical knowledge of bitcoin. Securing public access to staking
cryptocurrencies necessitates a high level of technological and regulatory expertise.
You can earn large returns on your investment with little time and effort thanks to the
staking network's ability to authenticate stakes. Staking businesses that allow investors
to get staking incentives have sprung up all over as bitcoin staking has risen in
popularity. If you want to make money by staking Cryptocurrency, this is the place to
be.
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PANCAKE SWAP
TopologyCoin is listed on
Pancakeswap, a well-known
Dex.
PancakeSwap
is
an
automated market maker, which
is a form of DEX (AMM). There
are no order books, bid/ask
systems, or limit/market orders
in
this
system.
Instead,
participants trading on the
platform automatically draw
liquidity from one or more
liquidity pools, which rebalance
after each trade.

METAMASK
MetaMask is a cryptocurrency
wallet that is software-based and
may be used to communicate
with the Ethereum network. A
browser extension or mobile app
is provided to allow users to
access their Ethereum wallet,
which may subsequently be
used
to
interact
with
decentralised applications.
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USE CASES
The use cases of blockchain technology extend well beyond bitcoin and include a wide range
of sectors. Because of its ability to increase transparency and fairness while also saving
businesses time and money, blockchain technology is having an impact on a wide range of
sectors, affecting everything from how contracts are enforced to how governments operate
more efficiently. The use case or the application of TopologyCoin are also very broader and
have variety in its uses`. The Platform also provides different kinds of services in its use case.
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USE CASES- PROSPECTUS
Banking & Finance
A bank is a financial middleman that creates money by lending it to borrowers, resulting in a
balance sheet deposit. Lending can be done directly or indirectly via capital markets.
TopologyCoin also works with Banks that are heavily regulated in most nations due to their
financial system and economic impact. Most countries have adopted a system of fractional
reserve banking, where banks keep liquid assets equivalent to only a fraction of their current
liabilities.

Real Estate
Real estate is defined as "property comprised of land and structures on it, as well as natural
resources such as crops, minerals, or water; immovable property of this sort; an interest in this
(also) real property; (more broadly) buildings or houses in general." Additionally, the real estate
business is the profession of purchasing, selling, or renting land, buildings, or homes."

Education & Training
To educate means to pass on knowledge, skills, attitudes, beliefs and habits from one
generation to the next through narrative, discussion, teaching, training, and research. Informal
education is the informal transmission of knowledge from one individual to another. Education
is often guided by others, but it can also be self-directed (autodidactic learning). Any
experience that shapes one's thoughts, feelings, or actions might be deemed instructive.

Healthcare
Treatment of physical and mental problems in humans is known as health care. Allied health,
dentistry, midwifery (obstetrics), medicine, nursing, optometry, pharmacy, psychology, and
other health professionals provide care. It includes work in primary, secondary, and tertiary
care, as well as public health.
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USE CASES- PROSPECTUS
Web & Media
Social media tools are computer-mediated tools that enable individuals to produce, share, and
exchange information, ideas, and images/videos within virtual communities and networks.
Social media is defined as "a collection of Internet-based apps that are built on the conceptual
and technological underpinnings of Web 2.0 and enable the creation and exchange of usergenerated content." Additionally, social media platforms rely on mobile and web-based
technology to enable individuals and communities to share, co-create, discuss and alter usergenerated content. They fundamentally change the way corporations, organisations,
communities, and individuals communicate. These transformations are the subject of the
newly emerging field of techno self-studies.

Travel & Tourism
Tourism is travel undertaken for recreational, leisure, religious, family, or business interests and
is typical of a short length. While tourism is frequently connected with foreign travel, it can also
relate to travel within a country. According to the World Tourism Organization, tourists are
individuals who "travel to and remain in locations outside their regular surroundings for a
period of no more than one year consecutively for leisure, business, or other objectives."

Hotel & Hospitality
The hospitality business is a large group of service-related industries that encompasses
accommodation, event organising, theme parks, transportation, cruise lines, and other tourismrelated industries. The hotel sector is a multibillion-dollar industry that is dependent on leisure
time and the disposable income available. A hospitality unit, such as a restaurant, hotel, or
amusement park, comprises several distinct departments, such as facility maintenance, direct
operations, and marketing (servers, housekeepers, porters, kitchen workers, bartenders,
management, marketing, and human resources etc.).
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SERVICES
Application Development
We create answers to the most difficult information technology problems. Our team of
Experts takes one of two methods to the development of their projects. During a full
application project, we take full responsibility for the analysis, design, implementation,
testing, and integration of the systems under consideration. As part of cooperative
development, our IT experts collaborate with your IT professionals in order to
collaboratively investigate, create, implement, test and integrate solutions for your
company. The development practise functions from the perspective of matching with the
client in order to maximise the return on investment (ROI) of their applications. With our
unique approach, interactions, and delivery models, we establish new markets and market
trends; we assist our customers in adapting to the rapidly changing market trends.

Portfolio Managment
When it comes to representing a subject, evaluation and expression are always at the
forefront of the process. Putting a firm, its breadth, its ethics, its ideals, its ideas, and its
beliefs on display is a physical act of demonstrating one's own personal brand. An effective
corporate profile presentation is a practical method to showcasing the most promising
aspects of a company's operations, whether in the offline or internet markets. In order for a
company to benefit from its worth expansion, TopologyPro provides corporate profile
presentation concepts that are relevant over a broader spectrum.

BPO Services
Call centre inbound services are related to effective customer care and feedback. Business
process outsourcing is booming in India. Live operators, account reps, and programme
managers form a specialised team. These are experts in their fields. They take client calls
and conduct promotional calls to potential consumers using IVR (interactive voice
response). This is done for the clients.
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WHY YOU SHOULD USE TOPOLOGYCOIN?
Transparency & intransigence
When tokens are exchanged on the BSCScan
blockchain using the TopologyCoin platform, an audit
trail is produced that identifies the source of the
tokens. This can aid in the prevention of security and
fraud in exchange-related businesses, as well as the
verification of the legality of traded assets.

Reduced Fees
TopologyCoin transactions are substantially less
expensive than debit and credit card purchases, wire
transfers, and BACS payments.

Traceability of transactions
Due to the fact that each subsequent transaction is
encrypted and linked to the initial one, TopologyCoin
is far more secure than standard record-keeping
systems.
TOPOLOGYCOIN is composed by a complicated
string
of
immutable
mathematical
integers.
Centaurify's immutable and incorruptible nature
safeguards it from tampering with data and hacking
after it is constructed.

Convenience of use
The value of TopologyCoin is derived from its
simplicity of use. All you need to get started investing
right now is a smart device and an internet
connection.
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TOKEN DETAILS
NAME
TopologyCoin

SYMBOL
TPC

PLATFORM
Binance

TYPE
BSCScan

CHAIN
BEP 20

MAXIMUM SUPPLY
100,000,000,000 TPC
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TOKEN PROCEEDS

Other Services
10%

Startups
10%

Customized Application Development
10%

Advertisements
10%

Media Services
10%

Shoping cart Development
10%

Travel & Recreational Services
10%

EduTech
10%
Telecom
10%

Medical Software
10%

Note: All the above aspects are already under
process & company shall implement
TopologyCoin through all these to promote its
cryptocurrency
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PROJECT WEBSITE
TOPOLOGYCOIN.COM

COMPANY WEBSITE
TOPOLOGYPRO.COM

ALSO VISIT TOPOLOGYBULL.COM

